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Object detection-based deep learning by using the looking and thinking twice mechanism plays an important role in electrical
construction work. Nevertheless, the use of this mechanism in object detection produces some problems, such as calculation
pressure caused by multilayer convolution and redundant features that confuse the network. In this paper, we propose a self-
recurrent learning and gap sample feature fusion-based object detection method to solve the aforementioned problems. -e
network consists of three modules: self-recurrent learning-based feature fusion (SLFF), residual enhancement architecture-based
multichannel (REAML), and gap sample-based features fusion (GSFF). SLFF detects objects in the background through an
iterative convolutional network. REAML, which serves as an information filtering module, is used to reduce the interference of
redundant features in the background. GSFF adds feature augmentation to the network. Simultaneously, our model can effectively
improve the operation and production efficiency of electric power companies’ personnel and guarantee the safety of lives
and properties.

1. Introduction

Deep learning-based object detection [1] has made re-
markable achievements and has become a common method
for object detection. Among these methods, the basic
component of multiscale recognition systems adopts the
feature pyramid model. However, object detection poses
many challenging problems, such as small objects missing
features and background noises in complex scenes. In the
field of electric power inspection and maintenance, neural
network [2] still experiences problems when detecting
specific staff, safety helmet, safety belt, the use of equipment,
and other objects. Feature fusion has achieved remarkable
breakthroughs in these aspects. It is an important method
for improving segmentation performance in which the fu-
sion of multiscale features is extracted from the backbone
network. -e obtained information contains different scales
and spatial locations. Feature fusion improves the detection

performance by combining the detection results from dif-
ferent layers. Information propagation in neural network is
extremely important, and feature fusion can realize infor-
mation transmission among multilevel features extracted
from backbone networks [3].

Feature fusion solves the problem of low-level and high-
level features information asymmetry. Low-level features
have higher resolution and contain more locations and
detailed information, but they have less semantic infor-
mation. High-level features have stronger semantic infor-
mation, but they have low resolution and poor perception of
details. Many recent studies have been conducted to explore
this problem. Feature pyramid network (FPN) and its
variants have made important contributions to feature fu-
sion [4–6]. Feature pyramid or multilevel feature fusion has
become an important method for integrating multiscale
features in object detectors in recent years. Previously, many
object detectors use multiscale features extracted directly
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from the backbone network. FPN has made remarkable
contributions to the field of feature fusion. It utilizes the
inherent multiscale and pyramidal hierarchy of deep con-
volutional neural networks. -erefore, multiscale high-level
semantic feature maps are constructed via a top-down ap-
proach. -e horizontal linkage and features of different
scales are successively combined. -e advantage of the
pyramidal structure is that each layer of features produces
semantic information of varying intensity, including fea-
tures in low layers with high resolution.

We briefly review relevant studies on object detection
feature fusion as follows:

(a) Two feature fusion methods of object detection.
-e large number of studies in object detection
improves detection and segmentation performance
by integrating multiple layers. Early fusion and late
fusion [7] are classified in accordance with the se-
quence of fusion and prediction. -e feature of early
fusion is to fuse multiple features first and then train
the predictor on the fused features. Early fusion is
detected uniformly only after complete fusion. -is
type of method is also known as skip connection,
that is, operations that take concat and add. -e
representative of this approach is Inside Outside Net
[8] and HyperNet [9]. Concat uses serial feature
fusion to connect two features directly. Add uses a
parallel strategy to combine two eigenvectors into a
complex vector late fusion which improves perfor-
mance by combining the detection results of mul-
tiple layers. In contrast with early fusion, late fusion
is detected at partial fuse before the final fusion is
completed. -e network will have multiple layers of
detection, and finally, the multiple detection results
will be fused. Late fusion also contains two repre-
sentative research ideas. -e first method involves
performing prediction with multiscale features and
then integrates the prediction results, such as Single
Shot MultiBox Detector [10] and MS-CNN [11]. -e
secondmethod inputs the feature pyramid for fusion
and then makes a prediction after fusion, such as
FPN.

(b) FPN method.
-e combination of features that reflect the information
of multiple dimensions is generated using images of
multiple dimensions as input. -is method has higher
requirements for hardware computing power and
memory size. FPN constructs feature pyramids that can
reduce the consumption of computation and video
memory. -ree basic processes are involved: (1)
generation of features of multiple dimensions from the
bottom-up pathway; (2) feature enhancement from the
top-down pathway; (3) the correlation expression
between features of a CNN [12] network layer and the
final output of each dimension. Ordinary CNN features
are concentrated to express features layer by layer from
the bottom-up pathway. -e lower layer reflects the
shallow level of image information, whereas the higher

layer reflects the deeper level of image features. -e
feature map of the last level of each level is selected, and
the information of the previous level is used as the
reference for its input when processing the information
of each level. -rough upsampling, a high-level feature
map is enlarged to the same size as the feature map of
the previous stage. -e upsampling method is the
nearest neighbour interpolation. -is method can
preserve the semantic information [13] of the feature
map to the greatest extent during the sampling process,
integrating the feature map with the corresponding
feature map with rich spatial information.

(c) Related variants of FPN.
Since it was proposed, FPN has been only used in the
top-down pathway integration. To promote better
transmission of information, a new feature fusion
structure based on FPN was proposed. PANet is the
first model to propose bottom-up secondary fusion.
Based on FPN [14], PANet [15] adds a bottom-up
path to increase the low-level information of deep
features and shorten the information path. Libra
R-CNN [16] integrates all levels of features to gen-
erate more balanced semantic features that enhance
the original features.-e proposed PANet proves the
effectiveness of two-way fusion [17], and the two-
way fusion of PANet is relatively simple. -erefore,
the number of studies has further adopted the di-
rection of FPN and attempted to develop more
complex two-way fusion, such as AsFF [18], NAS-
FPN [19], and BiFPN [20]. ASFF is the model of
adaptive fusion by learning adaptive weights when
integrating multiple-scale features. -is model fo-
cuses on the best approach for integrating infor-
mation from multiple-scale features. NAS-FPN and
BiFPN search for a valid block in FPN and then
repeat the stack. A new structure is added to the
output based on FPN or the extracted multilevel
feature map is reprocessed; thus, information
transmission focuses on the resolution of adjacent
and other features to provide the fused features with
balanced information from each feature resolution.

(d) Feature fusion of the iterative recurrent method.
Contemporary object detection methods follow two
paradigms: two-stage and one-stage. Compared with
the first stage, the second stage can locate infor-
mation more accurately. R-CNN uses a certain scale
feature map to generate multiscale anchors and
detect multiscale objects. Faster R-CNN [21] builds
on the previous work and uses a deep convolutional
network to improve the efficiency of object classi-
fication. FPN is also a classic two-stage algorithm.
Many modern object detectors achieve excellent
performance by adopting the mechanism of looking
and thinking twice [22]. Furthermore, a new feature
fusion structure-based FPN is proposed [23–25].
-is structure, called a recursive feature pyramid
(RFP) [26], is designed to integrate feedback links
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into the backbone network and enhance the entire
network with precise positioning signals. RFP ex-
plores this mechanism and designs it into an object
detection model. On top of FPN, the output object
feedback from FPN is connected to the top-down
backbone network by incorporating a recursive
method to enrich FPN and generate increasingly
powerful representations. By expanding the recur-
sive structure to a sequential implementation, the
object detection model looks at the images two times
or more, during which the backbone network and
FPN run several times to help output features related
to the previous features.

(e) Data augmentation improving the performance of
object detection.
Image augmentation [27] technology makes a series of
random changes to the training image to generate
similar but different training samples, enlarging the size
of the training dataset. Large datasets are the prereq-
uisite for the successful application of deep neural
networks. Another interpretation of image augmenta-
tion is that randomly changing the training sample can
reduce the dependence of the model on certain attri-
butes, thus improving the generalization capability of
themodel. To solve the problem of data scarcity [28], an
increasing number of researchers are using data aug-
mentation [29] technology, that is, the technique of
artificially expanding the training dataset with anno-
tation. At present, nearly all most advanced image
classification models use data augmentation, and this
technique is being increasingly used in other research
areas, such as natural language processing [30]. Su-
pervised data augmentation [31] can be divided into
single-sample and multiple data augmentation. In
single-sample data augmentation [32], all operations
are performed around a sample itself when this sample
is enhanced. A geometric transformation class performs
geometric transformation on images, including flip-
ping, rotating, cutting, deformation, scaling, and other
operations. Flipping and rotating do not change the size
of an image, whereas cropping does. A random clipping
method is generally used during training.

From the preceding research, the following problems
still exist:

(1) Problems with the integration of the looking and
thinking twice mechanism and object detection.
At present, RFP combines looking and thinking twice
mechanism with the best effect among object detection
models. RFP adds feedback and a recursive repeating
stack based on FPN and the backbone network, and it
enhances the entire functional hierarchy through
feedback connection. However, compared with FPN,
the backbone network involves multilayer convolution

operation, and the iterative recurrent backbone network
can inevitably lead to a huge amount of computation.
Under the premise of time consumption, certain
equipment support is also required. In addition, a
multilayer convolution operation can cause the loss of
the original image information while changing the size
of the feature image. -e output of the feature pyramid
is the feature map of the captured object and it feeds
back to the backbone network. However, the unpro-
cessed feature background may confuse the network
and make distinguishing the important information in
the foreground difficult.

(2) -e problem of features redundancy.
-e effect of pyramid structure is reflected in the
sharing of information at high and low levels, and the
semantic gaps between the multilevel features
complement one another during information
transmission. -erefore, the efficiency of informa-
tion transmission exerts a certain influence on the
result of feature fusion. FPN uses convolution
compression feature maps. ASFF increases the
adaptive weight but only simply fuses the multistage
feature image with the assigned weight. PANet adds
a bottom-up path after the feature pyramid, but it
directly selects the low-level features of the backbone
network and integrates it with the high-level features.
Although these methods can effectively transmit
information, the efficiency of information trans-
mission is not high. RFP second capture features can
effectively expand the scope of information trans-
mission. However, the redundant features [33] can
increase exponentially while improving object de-
tection performance. -e background information
of a feature map contains the large number of re-
dundant features that can considerably reduce the
feasibility of object detection and extraction. Back-
ground with much distracting information can
confuse the network, making it unable to determine
the object. -e information required for object
detection is favorable information. -e purpose of
filling the information gap is to reduce the difficulty
in accurately locating information in a high-level
feature map and to increase the semantic
information of a low-level feature map with higher
resolution. In the process of information
transmission, if redundant information spreads
along the path of information transmission, then it
will not only produce a large number of invalid
calculations but also pollute the feature map.

(3) Simple sample features that can also cause problems.
-e success of deep learning in computer vision can
be partly attributed to having large amounts of
tagged training data; when the complexity of data
increases, the performance of the model generally
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increases. Model training typically relies on a large
amount of label data, but samples with simple fea-
tures only contain a small number of labels, resulting
in poor performance of the model. However, col-
lecting enough high-quality data to train a model for
good performance is frequently difficult. Data aug-
mentation can significantly improve the normali-
zation performance of deep learning, particularly in
the aspects of image classification and object de-
tection. Cubuk et al. [34] add the data enhancement
model in the preprocessing part and it can effectively
compensate for the defects brought by simple
samples. However, a large dataset frequently causes a
considerable computational loss obstacle.

To address the above issues, we design a self-recurrent
learning and gap sample feature fusion-based object de-
tection model to solve the aforementioned problems. -is
model includes three modules: SLFF, REAML, and GSFF.

-e main contribution of this study is as follows:

(i) -e SLFF is proposed to effectively combine the
looking and thinking twice mechanism with the fea-
ture fusion structure to minimize the amount of
computation and realize recurrent feature fusion,
enabling the feature fusion network to acquire the
capability of self-adaptive learning.

(ii) REAML learns multilevel feature information,
bridges the information gap, and reduces the in-
terference of redundant information through mu-
tual learning among multichannel features.

(iii) GSFF combines single feature samples to obtain
complex feature samples through feature fusion among
gap samples, enabling the model to increase its rec-
ognition and generalization capabilities in the process
of training the network.

(iv) In real scenarios, the combination of SLFF, REAML,
and GSFF realizes the organic combination of ar-
tificial intelligence technology and power safety
technology.

2. Materials and Methods

Our method is a feedback connection model of a feature
pyramid based on the looking and thinking twice mecha-
nism proposed by a modern object detector to address the
following problems: feature filtering and sample feature
augmentation within a network. -e overall framework self-
recurrent learning and gap sample feature fusion-based
object detection are shown (see Figure 1).

We modify and improve RFP to shorten the
information path while reducing redundancy features.
-e details are as follows: the SLFF module relearns the
features of the multiscale feature diagram of the FPN
output and then reduces redundant feature interference
through REAML. Simultaneously, we add a sample fea-
ture enhancement mechanism to the network to improve
model efficiency through object sharing among different
images. In the following sections, we describe how the

feature fusion model is implemented with an iterative
mechanism.

2.1. Self-Recurrent Learning-Based Feature Fusion. RFP en-
ables tasks to process sequential information, such that the
input before and after the correlation forms a recurrent
structure, highlighted. -e model effect can be improved by
clearer and richer features obtained from the multiple it-
erations of image convolution. However, one of the para-
doxes of a feature pyramid that includes feedback
connections is that it extends the scope of the looking and
thinking twice mechanism. Repeat iterations of the back-
bone network cannot only produce a huge amount of
computation but also weaken the advantages of the looking
and thinking twice mechanism. Such an approach not only
lengthens the information path but also multiplies redun-
dant features.

In the self-recurrent learning-based feature fusion model,
we avoid the backbone network participating in the iterative
operation and only retain the function of the feature pyramid
part.Whether the feature pyramid structure can extract features
more effectively depends not only on the structure design but
also on the input of the model. High-quality feature maps are
frequently easier to enhance and extracted through repeated
operations of a pyramid structure. A valuable goal is an explicit
goal in the image. We aim to make feature fusion tend to
incorporate dominant features. To improve the effect of feature
fusion, we put three layers of feature maps at different scales
output from the feature pyramid into the pyramid structure
again (see Figure 2).

RFP is self-recurrent learning based on the backbone. -e
output of the first feature pyramid is used as the input to carry
out multiple convolution calculations. Finally, the feature maps
of different scales are detected, respectively. SLFF is further
improved on the self-recurrent structure. In accordance with
the original structure, self-recurrent learning uses the output of
the backbone network as the input of FPN to obtain the
multiscale feature map.

-rough REAML, the blank information is used to
obtain the feature ft

i , and then feedback is connected to the
top-down pyramid structure. After secondary propagation,
the output feature is defined as follows:

Sp � W
n
F

n
(X) + 

n

i�1
w

i
B. (1)

-is formula is a recursive operation. Fn(X) represents
the calculation of feature fusion. n ∈ [1, . . . , N], and it is the
number of times of recurrent expansion of the feature
pyramid. W is composed of the weighted wi of multilevel
feature number i. B represents a learnable constant. After the
calculation of the preceding formula, the output result Sp is
obtained.

Compared with the RFP structure, features are extracted
two times but not through the backbone network. We carry out
self-recurrent based on FPN. On the one hand, the multiple
feature capture aims to find out the missing features in the
background image; on the other hand, it aims to enhance the
identification of dominant features. -e output of FPN has
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more salient features, and these salient features are obtained by
calculating and processing FPN. -ese processes are more
conducive to extract. -rough a top-down path and horizontal
connection process of the feature pyramid, images realize the
function of cross-spreading information among multiscale
feature maps. It makes the model more inclined to mine the
missing features in the background to enhance the dominant
features.-e nature of SLFF is generally to construct a recursive
operation that does not involve a backbone network. -us, our
model is simpler but produces better results.

2.2. Residual Enhancement Architecture-Based Multichannel
Learning. -e second capture of the feature map not only
improves the efficiency of a feature but also leads to the
multiplication of redundant features. A redundant feature is
different from a recessive feature. Recessive feature points
are the effective information that is difficult to be captured by
a neural network, and they contain exploitable feature points
that can be mined. By contrast, redundant features exist in
the background of the feature image, reducing the ratio
between dominant and recessive features. -e background
contains a variety of features with different information
contents, some of which may interfere with the calculation.
Background information with low sensitivity also contains
considerable distracting information, which confuses the
network and makes it unable to judge objects.

When feature maps have enhanced features but more re-
dundant features are reentered into the network, the feature
pyramid will have lower sensitivity, and the network structure
will be confused about which should be enhanced to extract
which. -erefore, we design REAML to realize information

transmission while reducing redundant feature interference.
-e model formula is as follows:

F
t+1

� 
n

i�1
R Dconv F

t
i , F

t
i . (2)

REAML retains the output Ft
i of the first FPN, n represents

the feature map of the i th layer that we extracted, and d is set as
the number of all layers outputted from the pyramid of FPN. Ft

i

contains information that can be complementary to Ft+1.
Dconv is a 3× 3 dilated convolution [35] with two dilatations. R
represents the calculation of REAML. After size adjustment of
dilated convolution, Ft

i achieves a larger receptive field than
ordinary convolution. Ft

i is based on Ft+1 learning weights. We
operate filters to filter the information of each layer’s features
and integrates the filtered results in accordance with the degree
of contribution of the features. To realize REAML, the
implementation of the residual function is shown in the fol-
lowing. Δρ is used as the residual structure in the model.
n ∈ [1, . . . , n], and p(i) represents the i-th channel of the
feature map.w(i) and b(i) represent the weight and self-learning
constant of the channel, respectively.

x � Δρ + x,

Δρ � 
n

i�1
w

(i)
Dconv p

(i)
  + b

(i)
,

x � 
n

i�1
w

(i)
Dconv p

(i)
  + b

(i)
+ x.

(3)

In the process of information transmission, the network
structure without REAML processing also leads to the

predict

predict

predict

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

SLFF

GSFF

C

REAML

Figure 1: -e proposed framework includes three modules: self-recurrent learning-based feature fusion (SLFF), residual enhancement
architecture-based multichannel (REAML), and gap sample-based feature fusion (GSFF). Note. ©, channel splicing operation; ⊕, feature
fusion for automatic weight allocation.
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transmission of redundant information when the infor-
mation is shared between multiscale feature maps. Nonsense
transmission is caused by redundant information, which will
not only pollute the feature map but also add a lot of extra
computation. -erefore, redundant features will not only
affect the representation of multiscale features but also re-
duce the ability of multiscale feature images to extract se-
mantic information by direct fusion of these features, thus
reducing the ability of iterative feature enhancement and
affecting the efficiency of information transmission.

Our design REAML considers the feature map after
iteration to minimize the interference of redundant features.
Simultaneously, the structure of a residual network is used as
a reference to ensure the effective object and improve the
robustness of the model (see Figure 3).

In summary, the features are directly fused after iteration
and the result is a feature image with superimposed re-
dundant features, which affect the accuracy of object de-
tection. Our model maximizes the value of feature fusion
and reduces the interference of redundant information in a
feature map.

We fuse the model in the process of filling the infor-
mation gaps. -e information gap is filled to reduce the
difficulty in locating information accurately in a high-level

feature map and to increase the semantic information of
low-level features with higher resolution. -e information
required for object detection is favorable information, which
is also the information to be perfected via feature fusion.
REAML uses the adjusted feature map to fuse with the
original feature map matching its size, learns the beneficial
information in the feature map from the original feature
map, and obtains a feature map that contains more explicit
information.-e structure of REAML is shown in the dotted
box (see Figure 4).

REAML is in the middle of SLFF and is responsible for
information dissemination and filtering during the transi-
tion phase of feature map inclusion. We use dilated con-
volution to adjust the size of a feature map and design fuse
nodes. To integrate the output features at the same scales,
they can be spliced with the original layer feature, to inte-
grate feature information more effectively. We first use
interpolation and dilated convolution to resize the multilevel
features to an intermediate size. -e difference between
dilated and traditional convolution is that the convolution
kernel of the dilated convolution contains voids, which can
increase the reception field while the scale of the feature
image is changing, thus reducing information loss. -e size
of a feature map of different information in dilated

52×52×256

26×26×512

13×13×1024

52×52×256

26×26×512

13×13×1024

52×52×256

26×26×512

13×13×1024

52×52×256

26×26×512

13×13×1024

Upsample
Convolution

self-recurrent

self-recurrent

Input Image

FPNBackbone Predict

Input Image

Figure 2: Above is RFP. Below is SLFF. SLFF uses the output of the backbone network as the input of FPN to obtain the multiscale feature
map. -e self-recurrent module incorporates feedback connections into FPN. RFP connects them back to the bottom-up backbone. SLFF
lets them connecting back to the FPN. Predict module uses the prediction part of YOLOv3.
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convolution is transformed. After the size changes, the
feature map is fused with the original pyramid feature map
with the same 2D scale, and the weight is learned for each
feature point to form a weight space of a certain size. -e
weight space can filter the feature image to retain feature
points that are beneficial for filling the blank information of
the scale, maximizing the value of feature fusion, and re-
ducing the interference of redundant information in the
feature image. In our network, we also design a model like
the ResNet network to retain part of the functions of the
powerful ResNet network, enhance the multiscale context
information, reduce the information loss of feature map at
the highest level of the pyramid, and ensure the basic effect
of the network.

2.3. Gap Sample-Based Features Fusion. Existing object
detection models include the concept of data augmentation
in feature fusion, such as RFP. Data augmentation is a means
to improve the performance of deep neural networks in
detecting objects. -e feature map of the backbone network
input will be fused with the original image for the second
time, to realize the object sharing of the same image in
different states, effectively disseminating information and
enhancing the explicit expression of features. However, from
the perspective of redundant feature increment, the
superimposed feature image will generate more computa-
tion amount. -erefore, to simplify the computation cost in
the process, the author adds dilated convolution to the
network to expand the receptive field and enhance the ro-
bustness of the network. In common image recognition
tasks, the process of data augmentation is generally regarded
as one of the tasks in the preprocessing stage. Before model
training, data should be flipped, scaled, and other operations
to increase datasets capacity.

Based on data augmentation and basic operation, we
propose the GSFF module inside a neural network. GSFF
automatically enriches dataset capacity and improves the
learning and generalization capability of the model by in-
creasing the number of objects in an image. Our overall
model iterations omit the backbone network. -erefore, to
avoid the generation of data augmentation as an indepen-
dent preprocessing method, we proposed the GSFF module
(see Figure 5).

-e original image is fused with the C1 feature map
obtained by the convolution calculation and feature map of
batch t. Both images are at the same moment in the feature
extraction of the batch and have the same size and level of
abstraction. We choose a feature map with relatively
comprehensive image information retention in the network
and relatively accurate location information. -e fused
feature map is continuously input into the network.

-e purpose of GSFF is to enhance the features of a simple
sample across two samples with a certain distance and thus
improve the generalization capability of the network model.
Considerable information differences occur between the two
images, and the information of the feature points in the same
position is not necessarily compatible. A simple fusion oper-
ation is likely to destroy the information required for detecting
an object, producing counterproductive results. -erefore, let S

denote the sample to be sampled. -en, i ∈ [1, . . . , n], and it is
the number of feature drawings of batch t; d ∈ [1, . . . , D] and
represents the number of channels of the sample features. -e
output Gp with complex sample features is defined as

Gp � S + F
t
,

S � 
n

i�1
WiF

t−1
i + B � 

n

i�1


D

d�1
w

i
d 

D

d�1
f

i
d

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + B
i
,

Gp � 
n

i�1


D

d�1
w

i
d 

D

d�1
f

i
d

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + B
i
+ F

t
,

(4)

where T is the number of samples, and we use Ft to represent
the feature images of each other’s samples at t. B represents the
feature offset difference. ft

i represents channel d of the ith
feature map, and wi

d represents the weight of channel d of the
ith sample. After calculation of the preceding formulas, the
result Gp is obtained. Finally, the output of GSFF is the result of
spanning two different feature maps Ft and S. -is feature
image exerts data augmentation effects to improve the gener-
alization capability of the model. Traditional data augmentation
uses the human eyes to process the object on the original image,
but a neural network is better to understand the thinking of a
neural network. In our model, the object in the feature map
processed by a neural network is used to enrich the object in the
feature map of the same size. -e neural network automatically
trains the most favorable tools for GSFF and effectively im-
proves the sensitivity of themodel to dominant features. S of the
first batch of feature maps is set as 0. S is zeroed to the overlap
label to determine whether any overlap occurs between the
labels of F and S. -e feature point value of this part of Ft

i is set
to 0.We learn a weight based on two feature maps to obtain the
weight space generated for each feature point. By weighing the
feature points in Ft

i , the effective object is added to the t + 1
feature map to obtain the feature map Ft+1

i with more infor-
mation to realize GSFF.

3. Experiments

In this section, we introduce the experimental environment
and evaluation criteria, compare the contributions of dif-
ferent modules to the original structure and the cooperation

dconv

C

Figure 3: Residual structure in the residual enhancement
architecture.
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effect betweenmodules, and present the experimental results
of a series of module optimization experiments and com-
parison experiments.

3.1. Datasets and Experimental Environment

3.1.1. Dataset Preparation. All our experimental models are
implemented based on the YOLOv3 [36] framework, using
the same training platform and datasets. We strictly follow

the experimental setup using COCO2017 training set
training and then test the model on COCO2017 validation
set and test-dev. -e size of the images being input into the
network model is controlled between 416 and 512 pixels, and
a total of 115,000 images are included. We train each model
in the COCO2017 [37] dataset with 80 classes and in the
VOC2007 dataset with 20 classes of objects which are
evaluated. We selected the experimental results of 150
epochs. We apply the model with good test results to
practical applications, such as safety helmet detection at
electric power construction site (see Figure 6).

-e safety helmet dataset contains 20000 training images
and 2000 test images. Our training set is collected from the
Internet. 1000 images in the test set are randomly selected
from the training set, and another 1000 images are provided
by Yuxi Power Supply Bureau of Yunnan Power Grid
Corporation. At the end of the study, the proposed pattern is
compared with the actual application performance of
existing modules.

3.1.2. Data Augmentation. Data augmentation is primarily
used to prevent overfitting when a dataset is small. At the
beginning of the training, a neural network is not sufficiently
smart, and simple graphics transformation operations can
fool the network. For example, an untrained neural network
may think that the same object that shifts by only a few pixels
is a different image. -erefore, the data augmentation
method takes advantage of the features of neural networks to

dilated conv
(3×3, s = 2, d = 1)

dilated conv
(1×1, d = 0)

dilated conv
(3×3, s = 2, d = 1)

C

REAML

R

R

Figure 4: REAML.-is figure unrolled the self-recurrent structure to a 2-step sequential network. Dilated convolution is used to transform
the size of the feature image and fuse it. Note: ©, channel splicing operation; ⊕, feature fusion for automatic weight allocation.

Ft

Ft+1

C2C1

Figure 5: GSFF. -e effective information in the previous feature
map is extracted and fused with this feature map.
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transform images by means of random rotation, random
cropping, color dithering, and image flipping, to enrich the
dataset. To train a helmet detection model with high pre-
diction accuracy, it typically requires the support of a large
number of samples.With enough parameter samples, a more
efficient model can be trained even with the same structure.
However, the number of training samples is limited. To
overcome the problems cause by the limited number of
original training samples, we adopt two data augmentation
approaches to increase the quantification training samples
(see Figure 7). Our first attempt is to perform traditional
data augmentation operations on a dataset. Traditional data
augmentation is performed by translating, rotating, and
scaling the training samples. Rotation operation refers to the
rotation of the image at a random angle. -e dimensions of
the image may not be the same after rotation. If the shape of
the image is square, then rotating it at right angles will retain
the image size. If the object is a rectangle, then a 180 rotation
will retain the same size. In addition, we also apply trans-
lation and zooming in and out to increase the training
sample. Zoom in means to zoom in on the object and place it
back in the picture.

-e enlarged image should be of appropriate resolution
to serve the purpose of identifying the object. -ese ap-
proaches are designed to enhance the diversity of images,
and they exert evident effects on the identification and

detection of objects, such as safety helmets. To obtain more
data, we must only make small changes to the existing
dataset. When increasing the number of datasets, we must
also focus on how to reducemassive unrelated features in the
datasets.

3.1.3. Training. All experiments are conducted on a desktop
with an Intel single-core i7 CPU and an Nvidia GTX-2080TI
GPU (11GB video memory). -e other experimental en-
vironments are provided in Table 1. During training, we set
the initial learning rate to 0.001. -en, on the 30,000th and
35,000th iterations, we divide the learning rate by 10. Batch
size is set to 16. Weight loss is 0.0005, and momentum is 0.9.

3.2. Ablation Experiment. Table 2 provides the individual
ablation study of self-recurrent feature fusion and GSFF based
on object detection where we present their enhancement data.
-e ablation study in Table 2 shows how the mechanism based
on looking and thinking twice achieves the best configuration
within the design space we explored (see Table 2).

SLFF. We first evaluate the contribution of the SLFF
module for better reference. -e recurrent structure of the
iterative model follows the hierarchy of the feature pyramid
such that the output feature map is reentered into the
network as input.

Figure 6: Dataset of the safety helmet.
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To avoid interference from other modules, we select the
original YOLOv3 model for testing.

As indicated in Table 2, all the values have improved,
reaching a precision of 40.62%. From the observation results,
the secondary observation mechanism can more easily find
the more critical occluded objects in the context
information.

REAML. -e REAML module is divided into REAML-1
and Model REAML-2 depending on whether it contains a
residual-based design. By comparing the accuracy of the two
REAML models with the original FPN model, REAML-1
reaches 54.35% accuracy and REAML-2 reaches 52.7% ac-
curacy, an increase of 15.95% and 14.3%, respectively, over
the single-scale FPN baseline. By observing the results of
REAML-1 and REAML-2, the concept of ResNet can im-
prove the stability of a network, effectively improving its
accuracy.

SLFF and REAML. We also demonstrate the improved
results of the fusion of the SLFF and REAML modules. We
analyze whether and how to use the REAML module to
achieve the best fusion effect with SLFF cooperation, as
shown in the experimental results in Table 2. By adding
REAML to the two moments before and after the iteration,
the performance of SLFF without REAML is compared with
that of SLFF +REAML.-e results show that the accuracy of
the SLFF module alone can reach 40.62%, while that of the
model with REAML can reach 49.97%. Moreover, we
conclude that model addition can have a better effect before
iteration. From this comparison, the accuracy of detection
can be improved by 11.57% by reducing the proportion of
redundant features compared with the output after the
fusion of the two feature images before the recurrent process.

GSFF. Table 2 provides the ablation results for the GSFF.
Compared with the model without the GSFF module, we prove
the role of GSFF in improving the generalization capability of
the model, showing Box and Mask AP with YOLOv3 and FPN
as the backbone. We also compare the effect of GSFF with the
addition of the SLFF+REAML model. GSFF also reaches a
precision of 41.96%, which is slightly higher than the effect
under the original framework. -e reason for this finding may
be the feature screening ability of SLFF+REAML indirectly
playing a role in the GSFFmodel. In general, GSFF can increase
the number of objects in the feature map as required, increasing
the sensitivity of the detector.

3.3. Fusion Module Experiment Results. Under the frame-
work of YOLOv3, we study the performance of a fusion
model. FPN, as the default model in the YOLOv3 frame-
work, is a benchmark for comparing the effect of other
fusion models. For a fair comparison with the results, we
report the realized results. Our final model is based on SLFF
and enhanced by REAML and GSFF. We compared our
model with other fusion modules (see Table 3).

Among the existing fusion models, the original FPN
model still exhibits significant advantages. -e ASFF
effect is the best in the single fusion model, which can
achieve a precision of 48.73% and a recall rate of 81.56%.
-e multi-iteration fusion model BiFPN achieves the best
effect, with a precision of 46.57% and a recall rate of
68.05%. Our model can achieve a precision of 61.97% and
a recall rate of 77.95%. We also calculate the loss dif-
ference between the trainset and the test set to compare
the fitting degree of the model.

-e dataset is partitioned to prevent overfitting of the
model. When the loss difference is less than zero, the
model fits the original data to the maximum extent, but its
performance on the test set is not ideal. When the ab-
solute value of the loss difference is small, the moderate
fitting degree of the model is indicated, to identify the
model with the best effect and generalization ability. As
shown in Table 3, among the existing fusion modules, the
FPN model still exhibits evident advantages. Compared
with state-of-the-art methods, our model still has
achieved remarkable results (see Tables 1 and 4).

We further compared the rising trend of precision of the
model (see Figure 8). FPN maintains a steady upward trend,
and ASFF achieves the highest precision in the centralized
model after 200 epochs of training. Our model achieves
better results than ASFF. -e overall upward trend is faster
and steadier.

3.4. Actual Task Experiment Results. According to the ac-
tual task requirements, our model designs the self-re-
current learning of the fusion model. We can see the
advantages of the existing fusion model by comparing it
with the common dataset. On this basis, we also compare
the effect of the fusion module on the safety helmet
dataset. In complex actual scenarios, our model reaches
85.6% accuracy. At the same time, the accuracy of our
model also obtains 80.4% and 83.9%, resulting in the
scenarios of high-altitude operation and ground con-
struction. Electrical construction scenarios involve in-
tricate equipment supports and upper wires, but our
model still achieves accuracy of 85.6% for the electric
power inspection type and 83.1% for the electric power
maintenance type (see Figure 9). At the same time, we
experiment with the detection time of the model in
different categories. -e total time per image in the
overall dataset is 13.2 ms. It takes 18.2 ms and 17.7 ms for
high-altitude operation and ground construction, re-
spectively. It takes 13.8 ms and 13.2 ms, respectively, for
electric power inspection and electric power mainte-
nance. It can be concluded from the above experiments
that our model improves the detection accuracy of small
objects and deals more flexibly with objects in a scene.
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Figure 7: Results of data augmentation.

Table 2: Effect of each component.

SLFF REAML GSFF Recall Precision map@0.5 F1

✓ 60.32 40.62 55.66 43.20
✓ 73.07 52.70 72.55 59.02

✓ 60.82 41.96 58.92 44.82
✓ ✓ 71.17 49.97 70.10 56.52
✓ ✓ ✓ 77.95 61.95 79.07 65.00
Results are reported on COCO2017. SLFF: self-recurrent learning-based feature fusion, REAML: residual enhancement architecture-based multichannel, and
GSFF: and gap sample-based feature fusion.

Table 1: Detection results on the COCO2017 dataset.

Model AP AP@0.5 AP@0.75 APsmall APmedium APlarge
Libra R-CNN [16] 43.0 64 47 25.3 45.6 54.6
M2Det [38] 41.0 59.7 45 22.1 46.5 53.8
Faster R-CNN [21] 40.6 58.9 44.5 22.0 42.8 52.6
Cascade R-CNN [39] 36.5 59 39.2 20.3 38.8 46.4
RefineDet512 [40] 33.0 54.5 35.5 16.3 36.3 44.3
Ours 43.7 60.5 49.1 28.0 52.0 59.4
We compared object detection results on five state-of-the-art methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
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Table 4: Mean average precision experimental results on the VOC2017 dataset.

Model Backbone Input size map@0.5
Faster R-CNN [21] VGG-16 1000× 600 73.20
SSD513 [43] ResNet-101 513× 513 80.60
HyperNet [9] VGG-16 1000× 600 76.30
YOLO [44] GoogleNet 448× 448 63.40
Ours Darknet-53 416 × 416 88.70
We compared object detection results on four state-of-the-art methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

Table 3: Fusion results on the COCO2017 dataset.

Model Schedule Image size Recall Precision map@0.5 F1 GIoU Obj cls

FPN [14] ×1 416 50.82 38.40 53.40 41.58 0.045 0.793 0.532
FPN-3 ×3 416 48.76 32.58 46.58 37.08 0.115 2.232 0.240
AsFF [18] ×1 416 81.56 48.73 75.76 59.00 0.041 1.349 0.398
Passp [41] ×1 416 62.31 38.13 59.13 44.73 0.138 1.933 0.305
Pacsp [41] ×1 416 56.13 40.58 56.38 44.67 0.065 1.727 0.308
NAS-FPN [19] ×1 416 34.03 16.86 28.10 19.47 0.498 4.750 0.110
AugFPN [42] ×1 416 72.37 35.58 67.60 45.57 0.025 2.14 0.300
BiFPN-1 [20] ×1 416 26.01 19.93 28.43 20.9 0.567 8.360 0.315
BiFPN-3 ×3 416 68.05 46.57 70.73 53.45 0.202 1.357 0.464
Ours ×1 416 77.95 61.97 79.07 65.00 0.053 1.20 0.331
We compared object detection results on current popular fusion modules to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. Ours: SLFF +REAML+GSFF.
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Figure 8: Increasing trend of the precision of each model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Test results of monitoring power construction site. (a) High-altitude operation. (b) Ground construction. (c) Electric power
inspection. (d) Electric power maintenance.

Figure 10: Examples of problems.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a recursive FPN
framework based on RFP designed with the design
concept of looking and thinking twice, while adding the
basic operations of data augmentation to the backbone
network. We performed object detection on COCO2017’s
dataset and performed a separate comparative evaluation
of the fusion capability of each module. Finally, we
carried out the safety helmet detection, in the actual
application to verify it. Our model reached 85.6% ac-
curacy. However, in the case of faulty camera equipment
or extremely dark or bright background, the detection
result was not ideal (see Figure 10).
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